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Let L be a link consisting of spheres of dimensions p,, pz. and p, respectively imbedded in 
R” such that m-p, >2 for i= 1.2, and 3. For such links we define an invariant P(L)E 
~P!+Pl+P,(S “‘lm3) which is invariant under link homotopy. This invariant is shown to be the stable 
suspension of a certain link concordance invariant introduced by Haetliger and Steer in 1964. 
For a certain range of dimensions such links are classified up to link homotopy by the new 
invariant /3(L) and the link homotopy classes of their 2-component sublinks. 
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1. Introduction 
There are several different equivalence relations which are useful in the study of 
links. Perhaps the crudest of these is the relation of link homotopy, introduced by 
Milnor [13] in 1954 in a seminal paper concerned with classical links in 3-space. 
This relation obviously applies equally well to higher dimensional links, consisting 
of a disjoint collection of spheres of various dimensions imbedded in m-dimensional 
space. 
In 1985 the present author and Rolfsen published a paper [12] concerned with 
the homotopy classification of higher dimensional links. Most of the results in this 
paper concerned 2-component links. For such links there is the so-called a-invariant, 
which assigns to a link L, consisting of an imbedding of two spheres of dimensions 
p1 and p2 respectively in R”, an element cx( L) E T~,+~~(S~-‘), which is invariant 
under link homotopy. The main result of [12] was a theorem asserting that under 
certain restrictions on the dimensions p,, p2, and m, the a-invariant suffices to 
classify such links up to homotopy. 
Several other authors have written papers on the homotopy classification of higher 
dimensional 2-component links: cf. Scott [ 161, Koschorke [lo, 111 and Kirk [8]. 
The present paper is a sequel to [ 121. We introduce a construction which assigns 
to a 3-component link L, consisting of an imbedding of Spl u S’zu Sp3 in R”, such 
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that m -pi > 2 for i = 1,2,3, a link homotopy invariant /3(L) E ~P,+p~+p,(S2m-3). An 
obvious necessary condition that two such links L and L’ should be link homotopic 
is that p(L) = S( L’) and that each 2-component sublink of L should be link 
homotopic to the corresponding 2-component siblink of L’. We show that under 
certain restrictions on the dimensions p, , p2, p,, and m, this necessary condition is 
also sufficient. The main step in proving this result is to show that p(L) is equal to 
the stable suspension of an object denoted by Ajk(L) in a paper by Haefliger and 
Steer [4] in 1964. However h;(L) itself is nor a link homotopy invariant in general; 
it is an ambient isotopy invariant. 
In some sense the invariant /3(L) is a measure of the simultaneous linking of all 
three components; it ignores the linking of any 2-component sublink of L. 
The precise statements of the main results of this paper are contained in Section 
8; the interested reader can browse through this section before reading the rest of 
the paper. Basic definitions, some of which are copied from [12], are in Section 2. 
The actual definition of the invariant p(L) is given in Section 7, after extensive 
preliminaries in the preceding four sections. 
2. Basic definitions 
A fink oftype (p,,p*,.. . , p,) in R” (or S”) is an embedding 
L:Sp~uSp~v. * .uSpr+ R” (or S”). 
The spheres Spl are always assumed to be pairwise disjoint. More generally, a link 
map 
L:Sp~vSp~v~~~vSp~~ R” (or S”) 
is a continuous map which satisfies the additional condition that L( Spl) n L( Spy) = 0 
if i Zi. Two links or link maps L,, and L, are said to be link homotopic if there exists 
a homotopy 
L, : 9 v * **uS’r+ R” (or S”), O~tsl, 
such that for each value of t, L, is a link map (but not necessarily an imbedding). 
Obviously, these definitions can be generalized by replacing the spheres Spa by other 
topological spaces, and we do this occasionally in the course of proving our main 
theorem about the homotopy classification of links. The main purpose of this paper 
is to study the homotopy classification of links in case r, the number of components, 
is 3, and m -pi > 2 for i = 1,2,3. In this case, it is readily seen that the theories for 
links in R” and S” are equivalent; it will be convenient for us to restrict consideration 
to the case of links in R”. Also, if one of the spheres is l-dimensional, then the 
homotopy classification depends only on the other two components; hence whenever 
it is convenient, we will assume pi> 1 for all i. 
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Given any manifold M, we will use the notation Fk( M) to denote the topological 
space consisting of all ordered k-tuples (x, , . . . , xk) of disrinct points of M; that is 
F,(M) = {(x,, * * . , Xk)E(M)k]Xi#Xj if i#j}. 
This space, called a configuration space, is topologized as a subset of the 
Cartesian product (M)k. (This notation is due to Fade11 and Neuwirth [2]). 
Given any link, or link map, 
L:Sp~uSp~vSp~-, R”, 
there is induced an obvious map 
T(L):Sp~xSp2xSp~+ F,(R”) 
by the formula 
TL(x,, x2, x3) = (Lb,), Ux2L Lb,)). 
k-fold 
The homotopy class of T(L) is obviously invariant under link homotopies of L. 
Using the notation .Z’~.pZ,p, to denote the set of all link homotopy classes of links 
of type (IQ, p2, PJ in R”, we can consider r as a map 
r : =%&.P, + [Splx Splx Sp3, F,(R”)] 
(we are using the standard notation [X, Y] to denote the set of homotopy classes 
of base point preserving maps of the based space X into the based space Y. Since 
F,(R”) is simply connected for m 23, the choice of base point is immaterial, and 
free homotopy classes are the same as base point preserving homotopy classes). 
Our main results will be obtained by careful analysis of the homotopy set [Spl x Spz x 
Sp3, F,(R”)]. This homotopy set has been used previously by Koschorke [9] for 
link homotopy classification. 
3. A theorem of Hardie 
For the sake of convenience, we will use the following notation for two functors 
which are used throughout this paper: For any triple (X;, X2, XJ of topological 
spaces, with base point, let 
AwJ2,x3,=y$3 
1 2 3 
We will also find it convenient to abbreviate A (XX,, 2X2, 2X3) and 
v (2X,, 2X2, xX3) by A 2 (X, , X2, X3) and v 1(X,, X2, X3) respectively. (Here 
ZXi denotes the reduced suspension of the based space Xi). Note that A, v, A 2, 
and v 1 are functors from the category of triples of (based) topological spaces and 
triples of base point preserving continuous maps to the category of based topological 
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spaces and maps. Following Hardie, we will actually only consider these functors 
on the full subcategory of based, locally countable CW-complexes. 
Theorem 3.1. There exists a natural transformation of functors cp: A 2 + v E such 
that for any three based, locally finite C W-complexes X, , X2, and X, , cp (X, , X2, X,) 
is a homotopy equivalence of A 2(X,, X2, X3) and v x(X,, X2, X3). 
This theorem is a special case of the main theorem (Theorem 5.2) of Hardie’s 
paper 151. 
Remarks. (1) It is not difficult to verify directly that the spaces A (9, Spz, 9) and 
v (9, Spz, Spx) have the same homotopy type if each pi > 0 (in fact, this is the main 
case of interest in this paper). The amazing thing is that one can find a homotopy 
equivalence which is also a natural transformation of functors. 
(2) Note that Hardie’s theorem asserts that the homotopy equivalence is a natural 
transformation between the functors A 2 and v 2, but not between the functors A 
and v . For example, suppose 1;: .ZXi + 2Yi are continuous, base point preserving 
maps for i = 1,2,3. Then Hardie’s theorem asserts that cp gives rise to homotopy 
equivalences 
but in general the following diagram will not be commutative, or even homotopy 
commutative: 
(3) It is not asserted that the natural transformation cp : A 2 --, v 1 with the stated 
properties is unique or even unique up to homotopy. 
(4) For each triple (X,, X,, X,), the homotopy equivalence 
has a homotopy inverse. However, it is probably not possible to choose this homotopy 
inverse for each triple in such a way as to obtain a natural transformation vx - ~1. 
(5) It is of interest to consider the implications of the naturality of the homotopy 
equivalence cp in the case of a map of a space consisting of one point into the based 
space X,, and for the map of Xi into a one-point space. For example, if X, = {*}, 
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a one-point space, then 
hE(*, x,, X,) = xx* A 3x3 = vE(*, x,, X,). 
Then the naturality statement for the triple of maps 
(fi,f2,f3):(*,XZ,X3)~(XI,X~,X3)r 
where fi and f3 are identity maps essentially asserts that the following diagram is 
commutative: 
Similarly, the naturality condition for the triple of maps 
(g,,gl,g,):(X,,X*,X,)-,(*,X2,X~), 
where gz and g, are identity maps asserts the commutativity of the following diagram: 
A~(x,,&,&)- V~(x,,x,,x,) 
\ / 
Obviously, the commutativity of these two diagrams (and analogous diagrams in 
case X, or X3 ={*}) impose strong restrictions on the homotopy equivalence 
q(X, , X,, X3). We will make use of this remark later. 
(6) By analogy with the second commutative diagram in the preceding remark, 
we have the following diagram: 
Here a is an identification map, and b is the projection of the wedge of spaces onto 
one of its summands. We assert that this diagram is homotopy commutative. The 
proof follows easily from methods used by Hardie to prove Theorem 5.2 in his 
paper [5]; we leave the details to the reader. 
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4. Application of Hardie’s theorem 
We will now return to the study of the homotopy set [S”l x 9x 9, F,(R”)]. Let 
k : Spl x Sp2 x Sp3 + A ( Spl, Sp2, Spj) be th e natural identification map. This induces a 
map of homotopy sets, 
k*:[h(SPi, SPz, Sp3), F,(R”)]+ [Spl x Sp2x Sps, F,(R”)]. 
Later on (in Section 6) we will show that the space F,(R”) is (m -2)-connected. 
Since we will always assume that each pi < m - 2, it follows easily that k* is bijective. 
For any link (or link map) L of type ( p, , p2, p3) in R”, define T’(L) E [A ( Spl, Sp2, Sp3), 
JQR”)] by the condition 
k*(T’(L))=T(L) 
(T(L) was defined in Section 2). 
Next, let 
cp : A ( SPI, 92, 93) + v (9, P, 93) 
be a natural homotopy equivalence, as described in Section 3. Then cp induces a 
bijection of homotopy sets 
~*:[v(Spt, Spz, Sq), F,(R”)]-+ [A(s’I, sp2, s4), F,(R”)] 
and we define y(L) E [ v(Spl, Sp2, Ss), FJR’“)] by the condition 
cp*(Y(J3) = T’(L). 
Since v ( Spl, Spz, Sp3) is a wedge of spheres, for any based space X the homotopy set 
[V(SPI, 9, SPJ), X] 
has a natural group structure: It is naturally isomorphic to a direct sum of certain 
homotopy groups of X. Thus we have a natural decomposition 
Y(L) = (Y**(~), YdL), Y*,(L), Ym(L)). 
where 
Yij(L) E wpi+pj(F,(Rm)), 
ym(~3 E ~p,+p2+p,FXRm)). 
It will turn out that the yij(L) are closely related to the a-invariants of the various 
2-component sublinks of L; a closer analysis of the invariant ylt3(L) will lead to 
the new p-invariant of L. 
5. The additivity theorem 
Since we are dealing with links of codimension >2, there is a well-defined (and 
well-known) operation of connected sum of links (see Massey and Rolfsen [12, 
Section 51). 
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Theorem 5.1. The homotopy inoariants ylj( L) and Y,?~( L) are additive in the sense that 
YijCL# L’) = Yij(L) + YijCL’)t 
YdLiftL’) = Y,*,(L)+ Y,n(L’). 
Proof. Given two links L and L’, we will use the following construction of a link 
map which represents the connected sum, L# L’; this link map is not an imbedding, 
but it is obviously link homotopic to the imbedding which arises by the usual 
construction of the connected sum of two links. Moreover, this construction can be 
used without change to define the sum of two link maps which are not necessarily 
imbeddings. 
Choose a hyperplane H c R m, and let A, and AZ denote the two closed half-spaces 
of R” determined by If. This implies that 
A,uA,= R”, A,nA,=H. 
We assume a basepoint xi E Spa, i = 1,2,3 has been chosen, and also three distinct 
basepoints y,, y,, and y3 E H. Without loss of generality, we may assume that links 
(or link maps) L and L’ satisfy the following conditions: 
image Lc A,, image L’c A?, 
L(xi)=L’(xi)=yi, i=l,2,3, 
L-‘(H)= L’-‘(H)={x,,x2,x,}. 
Define a map of the disjoint union 
f:(SP~~SP~)u(SP~~SP~)u(Sp~~SP~)--+ R” 
by the following condition: 
f I(SP, x {Xi}) = LISP,, f /({Xi} x 9,) = L’ISP,, i = 1,2,3. 
Then the images f (Spl v S”l) and f(Spj v Spj) are disjoint if i #j. Let 
pi : 91 + 571 v 9, i = 1,2,3, 
be the (base point preserving) map which shrinks an equator of Spa to a point; it 
is a “co-product” map. Define 
G : Spl v Sp2v Sp3 --* R” 
by 
GISPl=fopi, i=l,2,3. 
Then G is a link map which we will take to be a representative of L# L’. G is not 
an imbedding, even if L and L’ are imbeddings, but it is obviously link homotopic 
to an imbedding which represents L#L’ in that case. 
Let 
hi : Spd -* Spa v Spa, h j : S” - Sp* v Spa, i=l,2,3 
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the inclusion map of 91 onto the first and second summand of 9’1 v Spl 
respectively. Then the original links (or link maps) L and L’ are characterized as 
follows: 
LISfi =f 0 hi, L’IP=f 0 hi, i = 1,2,3. 
Note that the maps pi, hi, and h I are suspensions; therefore they induce maps A(P), 
h(h), and A (h’): 
A ( Spl, Sp2, SP3) + A ( spr V spn, sp2 V spz, sp3 V sp3), 
v(p), v(h), and v(h’): 
v (9, 92, 93) + v (9 v 9, 92 v 92, 9 v SPJ), 
which commute with the natural homotopy equivalences 
(p : A(SP1, sp2, sp3) + V( spl, SPL, sp3), 
Cp’ : A ( spa V spI, sp2 V s4, sp’ V sp3) 
-* v ( SPI v 9, 9 v 9, SPJ v SPJ) 
(see the diagram below). 
In view of the factorizations of the link maps L, L’, and G given above, we can 
write 
A ( spI, s4, sp3) 
Ip 
’ v (9, 91, 9’ 1 
n(h). or n(h’) strictly 
I 
v(h). or v(h’) 
or A(F) commutative Or v(r) 
A (spi V spl, sp2 V sp2, sp3 V sp3) ‘:, v (9 v SPI, 92 v 92, SPJ v &v-l) 
commutative 
r’(L)=r’(f)oA(h), T’(L’)=r’(f)o A(h’), 
r’(G) = r’(f) o A(P), 
Y(L) = Y(f) o v(h), AL’) = r(f) o v(h’), r(G) = y(f) o V(P). 
Here the maps r’(f) and y(f) are only defined up to homotopy; their definitions 
should be clear. 
To complete the proof, recall that v(Spl, Sp2, Sp3) is a wedge of spheres; we must 
determine relations between the three maps y(L), y(L’), and y(G) restricted to 
each sphere in this wedge. For example, let us consider these three maps restricted 
to the (P,+P~)-sphere SPlh Spz. Now v(h), v(h’), and v(p) restricted to Splv Spz 
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are the maps h, A h2, hi A hi, and p, A pL2 respectively of Spl A Sp2 into ( Si’l v S’I) A 
(S”z v Sp2); and this space consists of the wedge of four copies of Spl A Spz. From 
the point of view of homotopy theory, the homotopy classes of the maps hi, hj, 
and pi are all elements of the homotopy group ?T~,(S~~ v 90, and we have the 
equation 
[Pi1 = [hil+[hjl 
(where square brackets means homotopy class). Therefore 
[Pi A PLY] = ([h,]+[h;]) A ([&]+[hi]) 
=[h,]h[h2]+[h,]h[h5]+[hl]h[hr]+[hI]A[hS] 
(see Whitehead [17, p. 4801). Now 
Y,z(L) = 3’(f) o (v(h)]S” AS’*), 
Y,*(L’) = YU) a (V(h’)lSPI v SPz), 
YdL#L’) = Y(f) ’ (‘J(P)isp’ A s’*), 
and 
[V(h)lSP1ASP2]=[h,]A[h2], 
[V(h’)~SP~AS4]=[h’1]A[h;], 
[“(P’)Is” A s”‘] = [CL,] A [PI]- 
To complete the proof, observe that 
[Y(f)] o ([hi] A [hl) = 0, 
[Y(f)] o ([hl A [hi]) =o. 
The reason for this is that each of these expressions only depends on the first two 
components of L and L’. The first expression only depends on the first component 
of L’ and the second component of L. This is a 2-component link with the two 
components separated by the hyperplane H. Therefore it is obviously link homotopic 
to a link map which maps each component to a point. Such a contracting link 
homotopy of this 2-component link enables one to construct a homotopy of the 
map y(f) 0 (h’, A h2) to a constant map. The details, which are rather obvious, are 
left to the reader. A similar argument shows that y(f) 0 (hi A h2) is also homotopic 
to a constant. This completes the proof that 
Yn(L#L’) = yn(L)+ YdL’). 
The proof that ylz3 is additive is similar, but slightly longer. q 
Important consequence of the additivity theorem: ylr, yr3, yz3 and ylz3 can be 
considered as homomorphisms of the Abelian group Sz,,,, into certain homotopy 
groups of the configuration space FJR”). 
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6. The homotopy groups of the configuration space F,(R”); some fibrations 
Define maps 
PI,P~,P,:F,(R’“)-+ FAR”) 
by 
PI(XI 9 x2, x3) = (x2, x3), 
P2h , x2 9 x3) = (XI, x3), 
P3(& 9 3, x3) = (Xl, x2). 
According to Faddell and Neuwirth [2], each of these maps is a locally trivial 
fibration. The fibre in each case is R” -{2 points}, which has the homotopy type 
of Srn--’ v sm-‘. The base space, FJR”) has the homotopy type of S”‘-’ (easy 
verification). It follows from elementary obstruction theory that each of these 
fibrations has a cross-section (a cross-section can also be constructed directly). 
Hence for m > 2, 
for all q. In particular, F,(R”) is (m -2)-connected, as asserted above. 
For our purposes, we need to combine these three fibrations into a single, more 
symmetric fibration as follows. Let 
B, = F7( R”) x F2( R”) x F2( R”). 
Then B,,, has the homotopy type of S”-’ x Sm-’ x Y-l. Define a map 
p:F,(R”)-+ B, 
by 
P(X) = (PA PA P3X). 
Let F,,, denote the “homotopy libre” of the map p (which is definitely not a fibre 
map). We then have for any space (with base point) X an exact sequence of sets 
of homotopy classes 
i’ 
- LX, fJ&,l---, IX, F,nl-+ [x, NR”)I 2 IX, &,,I, 
where i : F,,, * F3( R”) is the inclusion map of the fibre. We wish to determine more 
information about this ‘Vibration” (up to homotopy) 
I 
F,,, -* F,(R”)A B, 
and the three fibrations p,, p2, p3: F,(R”) --f F2(Rm). 
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For this purpose, choose a base point (y,, y,, y3) E F,(R”) (y,, y,, and y, are 
distinct points of R”). Let fi denote the fibre of the map pi: F,(R”) + FJR”‘) 
through the base point (y,, y2, y,) for i = 1,2,3. We find that 
~,=P;‘(Y~~Y~)=R~-{Y~.Ys}, 
F~=P;‘(Y,,Y,)=R~-{Y,,Y~}, 
FJ =P;,(Y,,YZ) = R” -{Y,, YZI. 
Let 
iv:FV+ F&R”), v=l,2,3 
denote the inclusion maps of these three fibres. Then of course 
pyiy = constant map for v = 1,2,3, 
and we can easily write down formulas for pJ, in case v # pu; for example, the maps 
~z4,pA:F,- FAR”) 
are given by 
P*4(X) = (4 YJ, P3i,(X) = (x, Yr) 
foranyxEF,=R”-{y,,y,}. 
Now consider the following commutative diagram: 
F, 
I 
41 
‘I 
,FdR”‘) AFz(Rm) 
I I/ 
FdR”)xF,(R”‘) j, l B,,, ~, ‘FAR”) 
Here 7~~ is a projection of B, onto the first factor, and j, is an inclusion map of 
the fibre of n-, which passes through the base point p(y,, yz, yJ) E Ii,,,. q, is defined 
by 
4,(x) = (M,(x), p3h(x)). 
This makes the lower left-hand square commutative. F,,,, is the homotopy fibre of 
q,; the existence of the map k, making the upper left-hand square commutative is 
guaranteed by general principles about homotopy libres. This commutative diagram 
contains four different fibrations. It gives rise to the following commutative diagram 
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of Abelian groups and homomorphisms (assuming m 2 3): 
0 
I b 1 
~q(hn) prq(Fm) 
I i' I* 1. I* 
o- rq(F,) I I. ’ rq(F,(R”)) Arq(Fz(Rm)) - 0 
I 91. I p* I/ 
O- ~q(K(R”)xF,(R”)) j,_ ‘~q(&,)~~q(Fr(Rm))-O 
I I . 
0 
Each of the horizontal and vertical sequences is the exact homotopy sequence of a 
fibration. Note that three of these four sequences are short exact sequences. This 
is obvious for the bottom horizontal sequence, and it is true for the other horizontal 
sequence because the fibration p, : F,( R”) - FJR”) has a cross-section. It is true 
for the vertical sequence on the left because the map q, : F, --, F,(R”) x F,(R”) is 
homotopy equivalent to the inclusion Sm-’ v Sm-’ - Sm-’ x Sm-‘. In fact, each of 
these three short exact sequences is split exact. 
Next, an easy diagram chase shows that 
p*: rr,U=,(R”)) --, ~q(&) 
is an epimorphism (for any q). It follows by exactness that 
i,: rq(Fm) -+ ~q(WR”)) 
is a monomorphism for any q. Now another diagram chase shows that 
k I’ * Tg(hn) + ~q(Fm) 
is an isomorphism for all q, i.e., k, is a weak homotopy equivalence. If we again 
make use of the fact that the map q, is homotopy equivalent to the inclusion 
Sm-I v sm-1~ Sm-1 x Sm-I, we see that the homotopy fibre F,,, has the same weak 
homotopy type as the so-called “flat product” S”-’ 0 .S”‘-’ (see Hilton, [6, p. 1051). 
By using the well-known theorem of Hilton on the homotopy groups of Sm-’ v S’“-‘, 
we easily deduce that 
rr,(F,,,)= T~(S*“‘-‘)@~~(S~“-~)@~~(S~~-~)@ . . . 
We will summarize this as follows: 
Proposition 6.1. The homotopy Jibre F,,, is (2m -4)-connected. There exists a map 
fj : s*m-3 + F,,, such that 
8,: T~(S*“-~) + rq(F,,,) 
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is an isomorphism for q < 3m - 5 and a monomorphism onto a direct summand for 
qa3m-5. 
Remark. It is known that for connected CW-complexes X and Y, the flat product 
X 0 Y has the same weak homotopy type as the space 2(0X A 0Y) (see p. 216 of 
Hilton’s book [6]). If we combine this result with Corollary 2.11 on p. 335 of 
Whitehead’s book [ 171 we conclude that the flat product of two spheres, S” 0 S”, 
has the same weak homotopy type as a certain infinite wedge of spheres. In the 
case at hand, Sm-’ 0 Sm-’ is weakly homotopy equivalent to an infinite wedge of 
spheres having k+ 1 spheres of dimension (k+ 2)m - (2k+3) for k = 0, 1,2,3,. . . . 
We will not have any need for this more general result. 
7. Definition of the invariant /3(L) 
We will use the following notation: Given any link or link map 
L:Sp~uSp~ySp~-a R” , 
we will denote by pi(L), i = 1,2,3, the 2-component sublink obtained by omitting 
the ith component. Obviously, pI is a homomorphism 
and similarly for pz and p3. Conversely, if a 2-component link or link map 
L:SpzuSp2_, R” 
is given, we will denote by j,(L) the 3-component link 
j,(L):Sp~uSp~uSp~+ R” 
obtained by adjoining a 1st component Spl in a trivial way to L, i.e., Spl should be 
imbedded in R” odtside of some large m-dimensional ball which contains the 
original link L. We thus obtain the following diagram of Abelian groups and 
homomorphisms: 
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The definitions ofj, and h are similar to that ofj,. Obviously, 
py oj, = identity, Y= 1,2,3, 
P, oj, = 0, /l # v. 
Let o~kw, denote the intersection of the kernels of p, , p2, and p3; elements of 
o%.Pz.P, will be called “homotopy Brunnian links”. These homomorphisms give 
rise to the following direct sum decomposition: 
Lzm 
PI.PZTP3 = o%cPZ*P3@G.P2@ G.P,@ T,“,.P, 
(this idea is due to Haetliger [3]). 
Recall that given a 2-component link (or link map) L: Spl u Spz -* R” there is 
induced a map 
a’(L):SP~xSP2- F,(R”), 
whose homotopy class is invariant under link homotopy. Since the identification 
map k : Spa x Sp2 + Spl A Spz induces an isomorphism 
k*:[SP~~SP~,F2(Rm)]T,[SP~~SP~,F2(Rm)] 
and [Spl A Spz, F2( R”)] = T~,+~*( F2( R”)), we can define cr( L) E T~,+~?( F2( R”)) by 
the condition that 
k*a( L) = a’(L). 
This invariant a(L) is essentially the same as the a-invariant discussed in Massey 
and Rolfsen [12], since F,(R”) has the homotopy type of Sm-‘. 
Now let L: Splu Spzu Sp3* R” be a 3-component link (or link map). Then the 
following diagram is obviously commutative: 
SP, x S” x SP-’ T(L? 
FAR”) 
I P, I PI 
ShxsP,~, JJ’,(R”) 
(here P, is projection of the product space onto a factor). We also have the following 
commutative diagram: 
spt x sp2 x SPJ k 
I P, 
sp2 x SPJ k 
Here P’, and PT are obvious projections which are induced by P,. These two 
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commutative diagrams lead to the following larger commutative diagram: 
‘fp”,.P?.P, L [SPI x sp:x sp,, F,(P)] +[A(S~I, 9’2, 9). FJR”)] --$ [v(Srl. W, 9’3). F,(R”)] 
I 
‘Pt. 
I 
IP,. 
I 
‘Pt. 
‘PI [SP~~XS-XW,F~(R’“)] +-$-[.(S”I, .W, W), &CR”)1 &-[[v(Sp~, Sp:, .W), F,(R”)] 
I 
p: 
II 
P’* 
\[SpixSp~. F,(R”)];< : 
I 
P;’ 
%.P, A 
[.WA.VJ, F,(R”)] = n,+,(F,(R”)) 
Recall that for any space X we have a canonical direct sum decomposition 
[v(SPt, sp2, SP,), Xl = ~p,+p2(xm~p,+p3(x)o ~p2tp,(X)0 Tp,tp2+p3(X). 
Also, the homomorphism labelled Pr* in the above diagram is obviously the injection 
of ?r p,+p,( Fz( R”)). Let us start with a link homotopy class L E Zz,Pz.P, and chase it 
both ways around this diagram, starting from the upper left-hand corner. The result 
is the following set of equations: 
PI-(Y,*(L)) = 0, P,*(YnAL)) =o, 
PI’(YdL)) = 0, 
P,*(YAL)) = ah(~)). 
There are the obvious analogues of these equations for the homomorphisms pz* and 
p3* induced by the projections p2, p3 : F3( R”) - F,(R”). 
We now wish to apply the following short exact sequence 
O-, rJF,)k rr,(F3(Rm))% rJq(B,)+O, 
which holds for all q. Recall that 
p*(U) = (Pl*(U), P2*(“),P3(u)) 
for any u E T~(F,(R”)). Applying the above results, we find that 
and 
P*(Y123(L)) = 0, (1) 
P*(Y(L)) = (~(P,(L)), ab2(J5)), 4P,(L))). (2) 
From this we can draw the following conclusions: 
(1) Since F,,, is (2m -4)-connected,~,: T~(F,(R”)) -+ TV isanisomorphism 
for q s 2m -4. Since pi 6 m -3 for i = 1,2,3, it follows that the invariants Y,~(L), 
yi3(L), and y2J L) are completely determined by their images under p*; and equation 
(2) shows that these images under p* are essentially the cu-invariants of the various 
2-component sublinks of L. 
(2) In view of equation (1) there exists a unique element 
P’(L) E ~p,+pz+p,(~m), 
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such that 
i*P’(L) = Y,AL)r 
and since p,+pr+p3~3m -9<3m -5, it follows that there is a unique element 
such that 
6*@(L)) = P’(L) 
(cf. Proposition 6.1 for definition of 0,). This is our main homotopy invariant of 
3-component links. Note that p is additive, i.e., 
p(L#L’)=p(L)+p(L’). 
Therefore p can be looked on as a homomorphism of =Y’e,l.,,,,, into the stable 
homotopy group ~,,,+PZ+P,(S2m-3). 
This completes our analysis of the homotopy invariant T(L) E 
[S”l x Sp2x Sp3, F,(R”)]. We have shown that all the information contained in T(L) 
is determined by the more tractable invariants 
a(Pi(L)) E ~p,+p~(Sm-‘), i = 1,2,3, 
and P(L) E T~,+~~+~~(S*~-~). 
Koschorke has pointed out to the author that in [9] 
Milnor invariant”, ~(123), for 3-component link maps 
which satisfy certain hypotheses. It is an element of 
k=p,+p,+p,-(2m-3). It seems possible that when 
~(123) are defined, they are equal. 
he defined a “generalized 
oftype (P~,PZ,P~) in R” 
the stable k-stem, where 
both the P-invariant and 
8. Statement of the main theorem and some corollaries 
Let L = Spl u Spzu Sp3c R” be a PL-imbedded link. Let 
qi=m-pi-l, i=l,2,3. 
Choose an imbedding of Sq2 v Sq3 in R” - ( Sp2 u S”-i) so that the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) The induced homomorphism ri(Sqz v Sq3) -* ai(Rm - (Pu Sp3)) is an 
isomorphism for i < m - 2 and an epimorphism for i = m - 2. 
(b) The linking numbers of Sqz with Sp2 and of Sq3 with Sp3 are both equal to 1. 
(c) Sqz is null-homotopic in R” - Spl and Sq3 is null-homotopic in R” - Sp2. 
The existence of such an imbedding is an easy consequence of the fact that 
R” - (Sp2u Sp3) is simply connected. We will refer to Sqz and Sqs as “meridians” 
of Spz and Sps respectively. 
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The imbedding of S’I in R” -(S’:u 9’3) represents an element of 5ip,(Rm - 
(9’1 u Ss)) and hence determines an element 
A{(L)E 7rp,(Yzv S’J). 
This element is obviously an ambient isotopy invariant of L. Similarly, there are 
defined elements 
A>(L) E 7r&( 91 v PJ), 
According to a well-known theorem of Hilton, there is a direct sum decomposition, 
~p~(S~~VS~~)=~~,(S~~)O~p,(S~~)O~p,(S~~f~~-’)O~p,(S~~~+~~-~)0~ . *, 
where the various direct summands are mapped into the group 7rp,(Sqz v Sp3) by 
means of basic Whitehead products. The component of A;(L) in GT~,(S~~) is readily 
seen to depend only on the 2-component sublink p3(L); such an invariant of 
2-component links has been known for many years, and is discussed by Massey 
and Rolfsen [ 121. Similarly, the component in rp,(Sq3) depends only on the sublink 
p,(L). More interesting is the third component, which we will denote by 
A,(L) E T~,(S’~+‘J-‘). 
Analogously, we will denote the third components of A;(L) and A;(L) by 
A2( L) E T,(S’~+‘J-‘), 
and 
A3( L) E T~(S’I+~~-‘) 
respectively. These invxiants of 3-component links were introduced by Haefliger 
and Steer [4], who proved that after a few suspensions they become equal, up to a 
f sign (which they make precise). Our main theorem is the following: 
Theorem 8.1. The stable suspension of each of the Haejliger-Steer invariants Ai( L), 
i = 1,2,3, is invariant under link homotopy; to be precise, 
EPZfP’A,(L)=fp(L), 
IP~+PJA2( L) = *p(L), 
~‘lfPzA3( L) = *p(L). 
The f sign in these equations depends on the orientation conventions used. 
Let L and L’ be links of type (p, , p2, p3) in R”. An obvious necessary condition 
that L and L’ be link homotopic is the following: p(L) =p(L’), and each 2- 
component sublink of L is link homotopic to the corresponding 2-component sublink 
of L’. For a certain range of dimensions, this necessary condition is also sufficient: 
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Corollary 8.2. Assume that at least two of the following three inequalities hold: 
2pl+pzfp3<3m-5, 
pI+2p,+p,<3m -5, 
pl+pz+2p,C3m-5. 
Let L and L’ be links of type (p, , pz, p,) in R” such that p(L) = p( L’) and each 
2-component sublink of L is link homotopic to the corresponding 2-component sublink 
of L’. Then L and L’ are link homotopic. 
Proof. Assume, for example, that the last two inequalities hold: 
p,+2p2+p3<3m-5, and p,+pz+2pj<3m-5. 
Let L” = L-L’. Since corresponding 2-component sublinks of L and L’ are link 
homotopic, L” is a homotopy Brunnian link. Consider the invariant 
hi(L”)E 7Tp,(S42v S%), 
Since L” is homotopy Brunnian, the components of A’,( L”) in rP,(S9z) and rP,(S93) 
must both be zero. The two inequalities which we are assuming are easily seen to 
be equivalent to the following: 
p,<2qz+q3-2, and p,<q2+2q3-2. 
Therefore all the direct summands of ,rr,,(S92v S4) corresponding to basic Whitehead 
products of weight greater than two are automatically zero for dimensional reasons. 
Thus 
Ai = fA,(L”) 0 [L*, LJ], 
where ~~ and ~~ denote the homotopy classes of the inclusion maps S’+ ---, 92 v 9 
and 9~ --, S92 v Sqs respectively. By the theorem, 
p(L”) = fEPz+P,A,(L”). 
However 
P(L”)=P(L)-P(L’)=O. 
Under the dimensional inequalities which we are assuming, it is readily seen that 
the homotopy group r 
PI 
(S92+q3-1 ) is stable; hence the suspension homomorphism 
zpz+px: 7rp,(s91+9J-‘) --* 7rp,+p2+p3(S2m-3) 
is an isomorphism, and the fact that p(V) = 0 implies A,(L”) = 0. Thus A:(L”) = 0, 
and the first component of the link L” can be shrunk to a point in the complement 
of the second and third complements. Since the link L.” is homotopy Brunnian, this 
is enough to imply that 15” is homotopy trivial, and thus establishes the corollary. Cl 
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Proposition 8.3. Assume the following three inequalities hold: 
p,+2pz+2p,<4m -7, 
2p,+pz+2p3C4m -7, 
2p,+2pz+p3<4m-7. 
Then the p-invariant dejnes an epimorphism 
P : o~;.p2,p, - q7,+pz+p3Gtm-3) 
of the subgroup of homotopy Brunnian links onto the stable homotopy group 
rP,+pz+p,(S2m-3). 
Proof. Let u E 7rp,+pz+p,( S’m-3); we will show the existence of link L of type 
(p,, pz, p3) in R” such that 
P(L)= u. 
To do this, we will use Theorem 1.3 of Haefliger [3]; according to this theorem 
there exists a certain long exact sequence. We need the following piece of this exact 
sequence: 
. ..-L” .4 
(P) -A~‘,;1~‘,4,2-+... 
In our case, these symbols have the following meaning: 
J% = L;np,.PMJ,, = set of concordance classes of PL-links of type 
(Pl,P2,P3) in s” (Or R”). 
~;“,+p@/p’&p 
PI P2 P, , where A:’ is a certain subgroup of 
7rp, ( Sql v Sq2 v S4), i = 1,2,3. 
n’,“‘, is a certain subgroup of T,,_~(S~~ v Sqz v S4). 
Our strategy will be to choose a certain element VE Al”,: such that W(Y) = 0; by 
exactness, there will exist a link LE LyPj such that 
A(L) = V. 
It will be clear from the choice of v that the Haefliger-Steer invariants of L suspend 
to the given element u, as required. 
To carry out this program, note that the following four homotopy groups are all 
stable, and represent the same stable stem: 
~JJ,+p*+p,(SZm-3), 
np,(S 
92+9,-i 
), T&(S 4,+9,-i ), rpJ(S 
4,+42-l ). 
As a matter of fact, the three inequalities in the hypothesis are precisely the conditions 
needed to guarantee that the last three homotopy groups are stable. Therefore there 
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exist unique elements 
n, E r 
PI 
(S%+qJ-’ ), u2 E 7r&(sq1+4,-‘), UJ E 7*( Sql+q2-‘), 
such that the iterated suspensions of u,, u2, and u3 are the given element U. Let 
V=(frb,~31°k, fC~31~I1°U2, *[h,4°U3) 
(we have left an ambiguity of i signs because we have not specified orientation 
conventions precisely). Then it can be checked that 
is 0 for some choice of f signs in the definitic 1 of V. The verification uses the fact 
that u, , u2, and u3 are elements of stable horn .ltopy groups, and the Jacobi Identity 
for Whitehead products. It is also convenient to use the results stated in equations 
(3.58) and (3.59) of Whitehead [ 181. Now let L be a link such that A(L) = u. It is 
not difficult to see that the Haefliger-Steer invariants of L are given by 
Ai(L)=*ui, i=l,2,3, 
hence for some choice of f signs, 
P(L)=u 
by Theorem 8.1. 0 
Corollary 8.4. Assume the same inequalities hold as in Corollary 8.2. Then the 
p-invariant dejnes an isomorphism 
P : o=qy.p*.p, - qJ,+p2+p,wm-3) 
of the subgroup of homotopy Brunnian links onto the stable homotopy group 
~~,+pz+p,(S2m-3). 
Proof. Note that the inequalities assumed as the hypothesis for Corollary 8.2 imply 
the inequalities of Proposition 8.3, since pi < m -2 for i = 1, 2, and 3. Hence 
Proposition 8.3 is applicable. 
The fact that p restncted to o_Y~~~,,p2.p,j has kernel 0 was essentially proved in the 
course of proving Corollary 8.2. Thus the proof of the corollary is complete. 0 
Since we have the direct sum decomposition 
Trn (PI.P2.P3) =0~;bl,Pz.PJ~~~;1P,.P*~~~~P,.P3,~~e;b*.P,,’ 
this corollary makes it possible to determine the structure of the group Z’$,Vpz,p,) in 
certain cases. Note that except in the case where p1+pz+p3 = 2m -3, oS’~,.pl,P,J is 
a finite group (in the cases where Corollary 8.4 is applicable). 
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9. Proof of the main theorem 
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It will be convenient to break the proof up into a number of steps. 
Step 1: Reduction to the case of homotopy Brunnian links. Given any link L of 
type (p,, p2, p3) in R, consider the link L’ defined by 
L’= L-j@,(L) -j$%(L) _j,PJ(L). 
The link L’ is manifestly homotopy Brunnian, and p(L)=p(L’), because 
/3(pJy( L)) = 0 for v = 1,2,3. Also, it is not hard to prove that the Haefliger-Steer 
invariants A;(L), i = 1,2,3, are additive, hence Ai( L) = Ai( L’). Therefore if we want 
to prove that the conclusion of the main theorem is true for the link L, it suffices 
to prove that it is true for the homotopy Brunnian link L’. 
Step 2: Introduction of a special kind of link map. As usual, we will be concerned 
with links of type (p,, pz, p,) in R”, with 1 <p, < m - 2. Let 
e’:SpzuSp3+ R” 
be the standard trivial 2-component link of type (p2,p3) in R” (i.e., Sp2 and Sp3 
bound disjoint PL-balls of dimensions p2+ 1 and p3+ 1 respectively), and let 
be a PL-imbedding which satisfies conditions (a), (b), and (c) stated at the beginning 
of Section 8. Then 0’ and 0” define an imbedding 
~9 : ( Sqz v Sq3) u Sp2 u Sp’ ---f R”, 
which we will refer to as the “standard” imbedding in the future. 
Given any element y E ~/r~,(S~zv SQ), we will denote by L(y) the link homotopy 
class of the link map 
Sp1uSp2uSp3+ R” 
defined by the following rather simple and obvious procedure. Choose a map 
f: Spl + Sq2v Sqs in the homotopy class y. Then map Spl into R” by the composite 
map 0” of; and imbed Sp’u Sp3 into R” by 0’. 
Obviously, the link homotopy class of any homotopy Brunnian link is an L(y) 
for some choice of y. In general, for arbitrary y E rp,(Sq2v Sq3), there is no reason 
to expect that the link homotopy class L(y) has a representative link map which is 
an imbedding. 
Lemma 9.1 (additivity). For y, and y2c rp,(Sq* v S’J), 
L(Y,+Y2)=L(Y,)*L(Y2). 
The proof, which is not difficult, is left to the reader. 
We can now outline the method we will use to prove the main theorem for homotopy 
Brunnian links. Such a link is an L(y), for some y E rp,(Sq2 v Sq3). By the well-known 
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theorem of Hilton, 
where each direct summand is imbedded in rP,(Sqz v Sq3) by means of a “basic 
Whitehead product” of the elements Lo E 7rqZ( Sq2 v Sq3) and Lo E rqs( Sq: v S4). 
Obviously, the components of y in the first two direct summands 7rP,(Sqz) and 
7rP,(Sq3) must be zero (because L(y) is homotopy Brunnian). We assert hat it suffices 
to prove the main theorem in the following two cases: 
Case 1: y = [Lo, LJ 0 a, a E T~,(S~:+~~-‘). 
Case 2: y = w 0 CY, where w is one of the basic Whitehead products of the elements 
t2 and Q which is of weight 23, and a E rP,(Sn) where n is the dimension of the basic 
Whitehead product w. 
The truth of this assertion follows from Lemma 9.1, the additivity of the invariant 
p, and the additivity of the Haefliger-Steer invariants. 
Step 3: Proof in Case 1, where y = [Lo, LJ 0 LY. This is the hardest and longest of 
the two cases. In this case, obviously 
AI( = a, 
and therefore we must prove that 
p( L( y)) = fEp~+%. 
We will divide the proof of this equation into three steps, labelled Steps A, B, 
and C. 
Step A. Consider the standard imbedding 
e:(sq~vsq~)usp~usp~-, R” 
described above. We can consider this imbedding as a sort of “generalized link”, 
where the first component is Sq2 v S 4 rather than a sphere. Note that it has 
codimension >2. We can go through exactly the same sort of analysis for such 
generalized links that we did for true links in Sections 2,3, and 4 above. In particular, 
we obtain a generalized link homotopy invariant 
analogous to the invariant T’(L) introduced in the above mentioned sections. NOW 
the space 
x = A (S” v s4, spz, SPJ) 
has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres (theorem of Hardie), so the set of 
homotopy classes of mappings of this space into F,(R”) is an Abelian group (it is 
a direct sum of homotopy groups of FJ( R”)). This Abelian group fits into two exact 
sequences, as follows: 
(1) The exact sequence corresponding to the fibration 
F,1: F,(R”): F,(R”). 
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(2) The inclusion Spz X S pi -, ( Sqz v Sb) x Sp2 x .S“3 induces an inclusion 
which is obviously a cofibration; the cofibre X/A is (Sqz v Sq3) A (Spzx S4). The 
exact sequence corresponding to this cofibration is the other exact sequence. 
Both of these exact sequences break up into short exact sequences of length 3; 
the connecting homomorphisms are 0. 
This gives rise to the following commutative diagram of Abelian groups: 
0 0 0 
T T 
o- ~~+~(F,)~~p~+m(F3(Rn,)) 
I 
PI. 
-----w~+,(~~(Rm)) - 0 
i 
k- 
I 
k’ 
I 
k’ 
O---+[X~,l- i’- [X, F,(R”)] A [X, E(R”)]-0 
I I 
0 - [X/A, F,] i’. -[X/A, NR”)l- ‘I* [X/A, F2(Rm)] - 0 
I T I 
0 0 0 
The rows and columns of this diagram are exact. Now P(8) belongs to the group 
located in the center of this diagram, and both k*[T’( e)] and p,*[T’( 0)] = 0 (because 
the 2-component link Sp*u Sp’c R” is homotopically trivial). It follows from exact- 
ness that there is a unique homotopy class 
f3e) E [X/A, 61, 
such that y(e) maps to r’( 0) under the homomorphisms of this diagram. This 
means that the following diagram of spaces and maps is homotopy commutative: 
X 
l-‘(9) 
,F,(R”) 
Next, observe that 
X/A = ( Sq2 v S”-l) A ( Spz x Sp3) 
has the homotopy type of the wedge of the following six spheres: 
sq2 A 92, Sq2 A sp3, sq3 A sp2, 
sq2 A se A p, sq’ A sp2 A s4. 
s” A sp3, 
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(Note that ql+p2 = q3+p3 = m - 1.) Also, recall that F, has the homotopy type of 
Sm-’ v Sm-‘. We assert that the homotopy class 
F( 0) : X/A - F, 
may be described as follows: (9 A 92) v (9’3 A 9) is mapped to F, by a homotopy 
equivalence; the other four spheres (which are wedge components of X/A) are 
mapped homotopically trivially. This assertion may be proved as follows. First of 
all we have the following commutative diagram from Section 6: 
O- r,(F,(R’“) x F,(R”))-~T~‘~~(&) 7 T~(F,(R”‘)) - 0 
where q,*(u) = (p+,.u, P~*L,.u) for any u E TJF,). Secondly, by equation (2) in 
Section 7, 
Pz*(Y(O)) = dP*(@)l, PAY(e)) = dP,(~)l. 
Finally, it is easily seen that 
410: I,,,-, - r,-,(&(R”‘) x F,(R”)) 
is an isomorphism (both groups are free Abelian of rank 2). Putting all these facts 
together leads to the proof of the assertion. 
Step B. The purpose of this step is to study and analyze the link map 
L([L~, L~]):S”~S~~~S~~--, R”, 
where Lo E r,r’42(Sqz v Sqs), and Lo E 7rq,(Sqz v Sqz) are the homotopy classes of the 
inclusion maps 
S” + Sq2 v Sqj, and Sqa - Sqz v Sq3 
respectively, and n = q2 + q3 - 1. We also assume that n < M - 2, as always. Choose 
a mapf : S” - Sql v Sq3 representing the Whitehead product [L*, 4. A map represent- 
ing the link homotopy invariant 
r’(U[~z, 4)) E [~(s”, Sp2, Sp3), FARm)l 
can be written as a composition of maps, as follows: 
*(S”, SPZ, Sh) n(/.l.l! X = FJR”). 
This composition can be combined with the maps of Step A to give rise to the 
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following homotopy commutative diagram: 
S 
where 
y = (S42 A P) v (S4J A SPJ) v (SQ A SPJ) 
V ( sqJ A spz) V ( sq2 A sp2 A sp3) V ( sq’ A s” A sp3), 
cp and ~0’ are homotopy equivalences, g is chosen to make the lower left-hand square 
commutative, h is chosen to make the triangle commutative, and the numeral “1” 
denotes the identity map. The map h was discussed in Step A. 
By Lemma 9.2 (stated and proved below), the map g has the following two 
properties: 
(1) glS” A Spz and glS” A Sp3 are homotopically trivial. 
(2) glS” A Spz A Sps is a representative of the following sum of Whitehead products: 
* [az 3 4 * [b, , hlr 
where a2, a3, b,, and b2 are the respective homotopy classes of the following 
inclusion maps: 
~2~: sq2A sp2-+ y, a,:SQ, SPJ-+ Y, 
b,:Sq2hSPJ--+ Y , b,:Sq3h Sp2+ Y. 
However, in Step A we learned that h 0 6, and h 0 b, are both homotopic to a 
constant, while h restricted to (Sqz A Spz) v (Sq3 A Sp3) is a homotopy equivalence of 
this space with F,; moreover, each of the (m - I)-spheres Sq2 A Spz and Sq’ A Spx is 
mapped so as to represent the standard generators of ?r,_,(F,). As a consequence, 
we have the following homotopy commutative diagram: 
here 7~ = (h 0 g)lS” A Spz A Sp3 and $ is a map which represents a generator of the 
infinite cyclic group VQ,,,-~(F,,,,). To see this, recall that F, has the homotopy type 
of sm-’ v sm-‘, F,,,, has the homotopy type of the “flat product*’ Sm-’ 0 Sm-‘, and 
i; is homotopically equivalent to the inclusion of the flat product into the wedge. 
Recall also that k, is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
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S&p C. This step will complete the proof of Case 1. We have to consider the link 
map 
,5(y) : Spl u Spz u Sp3 + R”, 
where y = [ bz, LJ 0 a, and LY E gp,(S”). Then the induced map 
r’( L( y)) : A ( Spl, Spz, Sp3) - F3( R”) 
can obviously be factored as follows: 
A ( SPl, SPr, SP-I) .n(u.l.l), /\ (S”, SP3, SP3) 
A(/. 1.1) 
where f: S” - 92 v Sq3 is a representative of the Whitehead product [L*, LJ as above. 
This factorization of P( L( y)) fits into a homotopy commutative diagram, as follows: 
A ( SPI. .w, SP,) A(%‘.‘) l *(S”, sty, SP,) A(J.1.1) l .A (9 ” 93, sy 9,) 
I 1 I w 
SPI A (SP: x S4) ~A”x’)>S*A(SPIXS4) ‘A(‘x’)*(S41”S41)rZ(SPzXSP~) F,(R”‘) 
,yl fi sp2 h p3 -S” A se h S’, 
In this diagram, the downward pointing arrows which are unlabeled denote iden- 
tification maps. 
The homotopy commutativity of this diagram together with the definition of the 
invariant p(L) suffice for the proof of Case 1. Also essential for this proof are the 
properties of (I, proved in Step B, and the fact that k, is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
The remaining details of the proof are left to the reader. 
It remains to prove Lemma 9.2, which was used in Step B. For the purposes of 
this lemma, letj: S” --f Sp v Sq represent the basic Whitehead product [ cp, ~~1, where 
n = p + 9 - 1. Consider the map 
j-h (1 x I) : s” A (s’ X s”) ---, (sp V sq) A (sr X s’), 
where the numeral “1” denotes the identity map both of S’ and of S”. It is well 
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known that there are homotopy equivalences 
cp : &y /f (S’ x S’) - S”” v 9” v S”+‘+l, 
9 : (SP ” S4) h (S’ x S‘) - y+’ v sq+* v spts v sq+, v sp+,+* v Sq+‘+r. 
Hence there must exist a map 
g:s 
“f’ v S”+” v y+r+s ---, sp+r v sq+s v sp+s v Sq+’ v SP+‘+s v sq+r+r 
such that 
g”$o=JI”[f~(lxl)l, 
and the homotopy class of g is unique. It is the purpose of the following lemma t0 
describe g. 
Lemma9.2. glS”+‘andglS”+’ are both null-homotopic, andgjS”+‘+* is a representatice 
of the following sum of Whitehead products: 
f [Lp+,, tqtsl f [Lp+X, bq+,l. 
Sketch of proof. That g]S”” is null-homotopic follows from the commutativity of 
the following diagram: 
together with the fact that f A I= .Z’f is null-homotopic. The horizontal arrows 
denote maps induced by the inclusion S’ + S’ x S’. 
Similarly, we can show that g]S”+” is null-homotopic. 
To prove the last statement of the lemma, consider the mapping cone of the map 
f A (1 x 1). The mapping cone off can be taken to be Sp x Sq; therefore the mapping 
cone off h (1 x 1) is of the same homotopy type as 
(Sp X Sq) A (s’x s”) 
(cf. Statement 2.3 on p. 104 of Whitehead’s book [ 171. For the proof of the homotopy 
invariance of the mapping cone, cf. Chapter 2 of Puppe [15]). By a theorem of 
Habegger, which is proved in Appendix A of this paper, the space (Sp X Sq) A 
(S’ x S‘) has the same homotopy type as 
[(Sp+’ x Sq+s)#(SP+s x p+‘)] v sp+q+rv sp+q+s v SP+‘+r v y+‘+‘_ 
Now the manifold [(Sp+’ x Sq+r)#(Sp+s x Sq+‘)] has the homotopy type of 
SP+’ v sq+s v sp+s v Sq+’ 
1 
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with a cell of dimension p + q + r + s adjoined by a map representing 
* L$+,, cq+*l l [$7+-s9 bf+rl. 
Putting all these facts together, the lemma follows. 0 
Step 4. Proof in Case 2, where L = L(y), y = w 0 (Y, where w E rTT,(Sq2 v Sqs) is a 
basic Whitehead product of weight 23, and (Y E TV,. In this case, we must prove 
that p(L) =O. 
In this case the link map L(y) admits the following factorization: 
SP, ” SP2 ” SP, .ovlvl, S” ” spz ” sp3 w (sq: v SQ) v sp-- u sp-I 
I .9 
R" 
This leads to a corresponding factorization of P’( L( y)) and the following homotopy 
commutative diagram: 
*(SP,, SPI, SP,) ,no, A(Sn, SPZ, SP3) .n(w,L.I)* A(S% v $p, SP2, SP3) 
I I I 
\ r*(o) 
/ 
FAR”) 
SP, h (SP* x SP3) .s> S” A (SPZ x SP3) wno, (s-v 9) A (SPLX SP3) 
Once again, the downward pointing arrows are identification maps. 
We assert that the map w A (1 x 1) is null-homotopic! This obviously suffices to 
prove this case. 
To prove this assertion, note that 
w = [WI, 4, 
where w, and o2 are basic Whitehead products, at least one of which is of weight 
>l; we may as well assume that it is w, that has weight >l. Then we have the 
following factorization of w; 
S” w ss v sq’ 
Here h1.S” represents w, E ?r,(Sqzv Sq3) and hlSb represents wzc %(Sq2 v S’J), while 
g represents [L,, Lb], where L, and Lb denote the homotopy classes of the inchrsion 
maps S” + S” v Sb and Sb + S” v Sb respectively (of necessity, n = a + b - 1). This 
factorization o = h 0 g leads to a corresponding factorization 
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of the map 
w A (1 x 1): S” A (SPZ x SPJ) + (Pv .YJ) A (572 x S”J). 
Now we make use of the fact that we have homotopy equivalences 
(P*:S”A(SP~XSP~)-+X,, 
qo2:(sa v Sb) A (SPzx YJ) - x,, 
CpJ : ( sqz V sq3) A ( sp2 x s”‘) --, x3 
where X1, X2, and X, are each a wedge of a certain number of spheres. To be precise: 
l X, is the wedge of S” A Spz, S” A Sp3, and S” A Sp2 A Sp3. 
l X, is the wedge of S” AS’,, SbhSP3, S” A Sp3, Sb~SPz, SaASPzASP~, and 
Sb A Sp2 A Sp3. 
l X, is the wedge of Sqz A Sp2, Sq3 A Sp3, Sqz A S”, Sq3 A Sp2, Sq2 A Spz A Spl, and 
Sq3 A sp2 A sp3. 
Let g’: X, ---, X, and h’: X2 -+ X3 denote maps chosen so that 
Since the pi are homotopy equivalences, the homotopy classes of g’ and h’ are unique. 
The map g’ is described by Lemma 9.2: g’]S” A Sp2 and g’]S” A Sp3 are both 
null-homotopic, while g’]S” A Spz A Spj is a homotopic to a map 
S” A spz A sp3 + (s” A sp2) V ( Sb A sp3) V (s” A sp3) V ( Sb A sp2), 
which is a sum of two Whitehead products. In view of this, we do not need to know 
the restriction of h’ to all six of the spheres which are components of X2, we only 
need to know what it does to the first four spheres. However, h’lS” A Sp2 is the 
homotopic to the map 
(hlS”) A 1: s” A sp2-, (s”V sq3) A sp2, 
which is the p,-fold suspension of the map his”. But hlS” represents the element 
wi which is a Whitehead of weight >l. It is well known that the suspension of any 
Whitehead product is null-homotopic. Therefore h’l(S“ A Spz) is null-homotopic. 
Similarly, h’l(S” A Spj) is null-homotopic. Putting all these facts together suffices to 
prove that h’ 0 g’ is null-homotopic, and hence h Q g must also be null-homotopic. 
This completes the proof of Case 2, and hence the main theorem is entirely 
proved. Cl 
Appendix A: A theorem of Habegger 
The purpose of this Appendix is to prove the following result, which was con- 
jectured by the author and proved by Habegger in the summer of 1983: 
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Theorem A.1. 7%e spaces 
x = (SPX 9) A (S’x S”), 
and 
Y = [(Sp+r x Sq+s)#(SP+s x Sq”)] ” cgJ+q+r ” SP+q+s ” sp+r+s ” Sq+‘+* 
have the same homotopy type ifp, 4, r, S 2 1. 
We will reproduce Habegger’s sketch of a proof of this theorem. Let Z denote 
the product 
and let p : Y + Z be the obvious map. Note that p* : H*( Y) - H,(Z) is an injection. 
We will construct a mapf: X --, Z such that& : H,(X) - H,(Z) is also an injection, 
and image& = image p*. Then we will show that there exists a map F: X - Y such 
that the diagram 
is homotopy commutative. Any such “homotopy lifting” of f will induce an 
isomorphism on homology, and hence be a homotopy equivalence by a well-known 
theorem of Whitehead. 
The map f: X + Z is constructed as follows. To each of the factors S”“, Sqtr, 
Sp+‘, and Sqer the map is the obvious one, since Sp+r = Sp A S’, etc. Similarly, there 
is an obvious map to the factor Sp+q+’ =Sp A Sq A S’ and to the other three factors 
S p+q+s , SP+r+s, and Sq+r+se Note that the map to the product Spcr X Sp*’ X Sp+‘+’ 
factors through the space Sp A (S’ x S‘), which has the homotopy type Of Sp+r V 
SP+s v sp+r+s. the map Sp A (S’ x S’) -, Sp” x Sp+* X Sp+r+s i , up to homotopy, just 
the inclusion’of Sp+r v S”” v Sp+r+s ’ Into Sp+’ X Sp+’ X Sp+r+r. 
The fact that the induced homomorphism& on homology has the stated properties 
is easily verified. 
The construction of the homotopy lifting F is done in stages. The map f: X - Z 
lifts to the subspace 
and also to the subspace 
by construction. These two lifts are homotopic in Au B, since they are homotopic 
in Z, and the pair (Z, Au B) is (p + 4 + r+ s + l)-connected. Hence the map 
x - A u B lifts to P, where P is the “homotopy pullback”, or homotopy inverse 
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limit, of the diagram 
A+AvB+B. 
Next the map X -+ P lists to a map X --* An B, since the pair (P, An B) is 
(p + 4 + r+ r)-connected by the Blakers-Massey theorem (cf. Namioka [ 14, Proposi- 
tion 1.21). 
For the next stage, let 
C = (SPtr x y+s) ” (SP+s x gf+y ” SP+q+’ ” y+q+s ” sp+r+s ” sq+r+s* 
The pair (An B, C) is (p + q + r + s)-connected, so a lift to C exists. Note that the 
map p : Y + Z factors as f0llOWS: 
Yk-z. 
We are now ready for the final stage. The map t : Y - C is only ( p + q + r + s - l)- 
connected, so there is a single obstruction to lifting the map X - C to a map 
X + Y. However, this obstruction vanishes, since the composition of 
homomorphisms 
H p+q+r+s(X)- H,+,+,+,(C)- Hp+q+r+s(C, Y) 
is the zero homomorphism (for this kind of obstruction theory, see Hu [7, Exercise 
E, p. 1971 or Section 4.4 of Blakers and Massey [l]. 
This completes the proof. It should be noted that the homotopy equivalence 
constructed in the course of this proof has several important properties which 
perhaps should be made explicit. 
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